
Foreword

OR NEARLY forty years Albert Blankert has been
among the mostoriginal, versatile, and productive
writers on Dutch painting; indeed he has a good
claim to being the most important ofhis generation.

Blankert got off to a fast start. As a student at Utrecht
_aiversity in the early 1960s — still in his mid 20s — he
eganized an exhibition of Italianate Dutch landscape

wemters that did much to rescue a once-esteemed group of
eetists from the low rank to which Dutch nationalism, and an
ssachronistic concept of ‘realism’, had demoted them. (The
“sew also put Blankert in the newspapers for many months
sed involved him in lawsuits; in the end authorship of the
-stalogue — at first obscured by the Centraal Museum — was
ssdlicly confirmed.) Around the same time he was writing
= review for the first issue of Simiolus (1966/1967) of the
sandard survey of Dutch art and architecture by Rosenberg,
Seve and ter Kuile (‘Een coryfeocentrische visie’), a stun-
smgly confident critique of the authors for what he saw as
“seir skewed view of the period, especially their excessive
smphasis on the great men Hals, Rembrandt, and Vermeer
end for their omission ofa chapter on history painting.
in 1966 Blankert went to work for the Rijksbureau
»er Kunsthistorische Documentatie in The Hague, quickly

»=cominga virtuoso on that complex instrument, comprising
»seto archive, library, iconographical index, and vast trove
* unpublished notes by the founder Cornelis Hofstede

“= Groot and others. Unlike many art historians trained in
“ss RKD tradition, Blankert ventured into questions of
Semography as well as of style and attribution. In 1970
w= became a freelance art historian, supporting himself
» sh a series of temporary museum projects, guest teaching
sssignments, and later a regular part-time lectureship
= Utrecht. Observing that professorial chairs in the
“etherlands ‘had turned into managerial office jobs’, and
s=ng himself as essentially a museum person with no

interest in administering anything, he chose a path of
independence and uncertainty.
By writing collection catalogues for the Amsterdams

Historisch Museum and the Bredius Museum, Blankert
demonstrated unusual resourcefulness in locating evidence
about authorship and subject matter, and made his points
with the fewest possible words. But it was exhibitions that
became his primary métier and their catalogues his medium.
History painting remained his principal focus. His work on
Ferdinand Bol led to a remarkable exhibition (Kunst als

Regeringszaak, pp. 45-92) whose accompanying book was
of fundamental importance for understanding the role of
artists working for the ruling oligarchy of Amsterdam. His
dissertation on Bolnotonly clarified that painter’s strengths
and limitations, but also proposed some ideas about his
teacher Rembrandt that soon influenced other writers:
his observation, for instance, that the more experienced
young men in Rembrandt’s highly productive studio
functioned less as students than as graduate assistants, and
that the life-size single figures in fanciful dress painted by
Rembrandt and his circle were never meantto be identified
with living or historical personages, but belong to a class
of works frequently mentioned as ‘tronie’ in seventeenth-
century inventories.
In his article ‘Rembrandt, Zeuxis and Ideal Beauty’ of 1973

(pp. 31-44) Blankert deduced the subject of a well-known
painting by an ingenious studyofits physical state, clues from
the work of Arent de Gelder, andclassical literature. It is a
classic of interpretation in the lineage of Stechow and Held,
notable for its method and for Blankert’s emphasis on the
commonsense principle that for any proposal for a subject to
be credible, it needs to be tested against the actual imagery
available to seventeenth-century spectators. In several essays
for exhibition catalogues in the 1990s, Blankert approached
Rembrandt’s teaching and the methodsof production in his



studio in a more comprehensive way, undermining in the
process some of his contemporaries’ excessive confidence

assigning problem pictures to specific artists in the
Rembrandt circle.

rkert studied Vermeer from thelate sixties on, attempt-
=

09 put him moresecurely into the traditions of history and
inting to which he belonged — treatment from which
‘s mystique had to a great extent exempted him.

©s monograph of 1975, which went through five

tions. helped to change the way we see Vermeer’s achieve-
ment. With the aid of Rob Ruurs and W.L. van de Watering,
2\| the documents were brought together and the provenance

* cach picture carefully reassembled. Blankert, allergic to the
raapsodising to which Vermeer has been subjected since his

very in the nineteenth century, tries to learn what
s goimg on in these exquisitely-painted pictures by making

parisons with worksbylesser painters in whichthe action
‘s more explicit. His evidence supports the conclusion that
cespite the allure and the singular look of his paintings,
\ermeer did not invent new kinds ofpictures. Instead, he
adapted the imageryofhis older contemporaries and found
mew uses for it. Although the bulk of Blankert’s work on
»ermeer is in that book, whichis likely to have a long life, the
two \ermeeressays included here — especially the ingenious
short piece of 1995 on pictures of lacemakers and muchelse —

convey a good ideaofits clarity and authority.
Through studies of civic commissions by Bol, of

Rembrandt, of the so-called Haarlem Classicists, and of
ellany ofother history painters, Blankert was gradually

Gemonstrating that the Dutch, like all other Europeans, put
the paintingofbiblical, mythological and legendary scenesat
the top ofthe artistic hierarchy. Furthermore, they owned
more history paintings than anyone had realized, as the statis-
tics assembled by Montias show. The exhibition Gods, Saints
ana Heroes of 1980-1981 gave Blankert the chance to make
2 case for reinstating history painting, and indeed to write
Something like the chapter he faulted Rosenberg and Slive

meny years earlier for not including in their book (pp. 99-126).
Hizving advanced on a broad front, Blankert turned to

particular history painters he admired andfelt to be insuffi-
ciently understood. With Leonard Slatkes he organized
a show ofthe relatively well-known Hendrick ter Brugghen
and the other ‘Caravaggisti’ of Utrecht. Although the topic
was familiar enough, Blankert’s views of what ought to
be meant by ‘Caravaggesque’ were relatively novel and his
observations about Ter Brugghen’s superior sensibility were
helpfully specific (pp. 151-184). In the exhibition Dutch
Classicism (1999-2000), which rounded up and brought for-
ward a miscellany of figure-painters, mostly exponents of a
kind of Dutch Grand Manner,all neglected and some absurdly
so (Jan de Bray, Jacob van Campen, Gerard de Lairesse, and
Blankert’s particular favourite Caesar van Everdingen), he
made a largely convincing argument that classicism in
Holland recurs repeatedly in various guises, and does so in
order to reinstate stability in place of ‘caprice or excess’.

For specialists in Dutch painting, re-reading these essays —

ofwhich I have mentioned only a few — will be a reminder of
Blankert’s incisive originality as well as the cumulative value
of his work. They can admire once more his undogmatic use
of the wholekit of art-historical tools, his pragmatic neutrality
in methodological struggles, and his sharp skewer for preten-
tiousness of any kind. For non-specialists, many of these
pieces will be new, especially those that appeared in Dutch;
they supply a healthy corrective to the late-romantic views of
painting in the Netherlands thatstill linger in some quarters
and administer an antidote to postmodern despair over
interpretation. Blankert writes not just for scholars butalso
for the sort of curious general readers — the proverbial ‘intelli-
gent laypeople’ — that museums claim as their target audience.
They are likely to be delighted by his lucid, unpretentious
approach to complex questions. May these essays, so coura-
geous in their direction and so exact in their means, prove
heartening for another generation of writers on Dutchart.
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